CPL/ME/IR apr-jun 2018
Diamond Flight Academy Scandinavia

We look forward flying with you!
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CPL/ME/IR PROGRAM
The CPL/ME/IR program consist of the three modular courses:
- MEP LAND;
- CPL and;
- IR/ME
The training is performed solely in multi engine DA42 aircraft and DA42 simulator.
During the training program you will fly a total of
- 38 hours of DA42 aircraft and;
- 40 hrs of DA42 simulator.
Training program cost: 219 000 SEK (For total cost, add skill tests and
accommodation of your choice below. Fees such as landings, maps/charts are included)
Course starts every second Monday of the month except for december. Course
duration 2 months. An average of 5 pilots per course start.

Skill test
Our examiners perform skill tests for a number of different EASA states license
holder (UK, FRANCE, SCANDINAVIA and more).
The skill tests are;
- 1,5 hrs DA42 aircraft with examiner (CPL/MEP)
- 1,0 hrs DA42 aircraft with examiner (IR/ME)
Skill tests cost: 21 000 SEK

Pre entry requirement
-

ICAO PPL with NQ
157 hrs of total flight time, of which;
100 must be PIC and 50hrs cross country of which;
one navigation flight must be 300 nm including 3 airports.
EASA ATPL theory completed.
Recommendation from your previous flight instructor or a former DFAS student.
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ACCOMMODATION
DFAS offers accommodation on the premises just next to the airport within 5
minutes from large shopping malls and 10 minutes from the city center. The
accommodation is a former SPA hotel with single rooms with shower/toilet. On most
Sundays the SPA will be open for a relaxing day with jacuzzi and sauna. Shared kitchen
with storage and cooking facilities.

There are three categories of accommodation as follows:
Category 1: Single room with shared shower/toilet
Category 2: Single room with own shower/toilet
Category 3: Large single room with own shower/toilet
The cost of the accommodation includes bed linen and towels
and covers the duration of the program.
Category 1: 10 000 SEK
Category 2: 15 000 SEK
Category 3: 18 000 SEK
Total cost with category 2 accommodation: 255 000 SEK
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